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250-8831 Dual Video Input Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass/Temperature
Part Number: Multiple (see below) Warranty: 3 year/36,000 Mile Warranty
Availability: Immediately Applications: Multiple/Universal

Product Photos

Rostra Accessories is pleased to announce part number 250-8831, an upgraded and much anticipated addition 
to our RearSight® LCD-equipped rearview mirror line. This electrochromatic (EC) mirror with compass and 
temperature display replaces Rostra’s 250-8801 and 250-8801-TP mirrors, and includes the following features:

Remote

4.3” diagonal TFT high brightness LCD display
16:9 aspect ratio
480(H) x 272(V) resolution
12V DC working voltage
“Floating” compass & temperature display
Remote control access to built-in functionality

Auto-dimming mirror glass for nighttime driving
Quick Touch Front/AUX camera view with auto-off*
Dual RCA video inputs with individual triggers
Adjustable parking grid lines
Hyundai/Kia mirror stem adapters   
Temperature probe & harness   *Exclusive Rostra feature

Cable Ties

9’ power/video
harness

Harness Cover

Hyundai/Kia Adapter

Torx D-Lug Wrench

250-8831 EC
Comp/Temp Mirror

Temp. Probe

10.5” W x 3.375” H x 2.25” D 
Mirror Dimensions

A standard temperature 
probe and harness makes 
250-8831 a greater value 
than the 250-8801 mirror 
which it replaces. 

Additionally, if desired, the 
floating 250-8831 mirror 
readout has the capability 
to display only compass 
direction (on a vehicle with 
a factory temp gauge, for 
example). 
In contrast, the superseded 
250-8801 mirror displays “C” 
whenever the temp probe is 
disconnected or is
otherwise non-functional.

Product Data
Weight: 2.40 lbs.
Box: 11.75” x 5.5” x 3.5”
UPC: 783319709313



Night

Auto-Dimming Electrochromatic Mirror Face & Auto-Adjusting LCD Screen
Rear facing photo sensor automatically adjusts mirror face against high beam headlight glare from behind. Front 
photo sensor dims the LCD screen in low light conditions and increases LCD illumination during the day.

Day

Part Number  Description UPC Replaces

250-8831-CCD EC/CT Mirror w/ 250-8112 teardrop cam, license plate bracket, 27’ cable 783319709320 250-8801-CCDTP

250-8831-CMOS EC/CT Mirror w/ 250-8199TAB tab/hinge mount camera, 30’ cable 783319709337 250-8801-CMOSTP

250-8831-FD-LCH EC/CT Mirror w/ 250-8650 2004-16* Ford F-series tailgate handle cam 783319709344 ALL NEW KIT!

250-8831-LPB EC/CT Mirror w/ 250-8199 LPB camera with license plate, tab, and 
hinge bracket mounts, 30’ cable 783319709351 250-8801-LPBTP

250-8831-RM-LCH EC/CT Mirror w/ 250-8652 2009-17** Dodge RAM tailgate handle cam 783319709368 ALL NEW KIT!

250-8831-TN-LCH EC/CT Mirror w/ 250-8657 2007-13 Toyota Tundra tailgate handle cam 783319709375 ALL NEW KIT!

Rostra RearSight System Kits Featuring the 250-8831 Mirror

Use the 250-8831 remote control to make vehicle-specific 
adjustments such as aligning the grid lines on-screen for 
increased parking accuracy. The remote may also be used to 
turn parking assistance grid lines on or off.

Increased Functionality
Multi-Function Power Button
The Rostra exclusive Quick Touch power button controls different functions when the mirror is powered on 
depending on how it is pressed by the driver.

When in reverse, a quick press of the power button will manually 
increase the overall brightness of the built-in LCD screen.  Once 
maximum brightness has been reached, the brightness will reset.

When the vehicle is not in reverse, the power button can be held 
for two seconds to display video from an auxiliary camera such 
as a forward-facing or blindspot unit.
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Parking Grid Lines & Remote Control
On-screen parking assistance grid lines use color-coded zones to aid drivers when maneuvering the vehicle in 
reverse by helping to provide an estimated distance to any objects in view of the backup camera.

* 2004-2014 Ford F-150 & 2008-2016 Ford F-250/350 ** 2009-2017 1500 Ram Trucks, 2010-2017 2500/3500 Ram Trucks


